
Reading in the USA based on Miley Cyrus’ “Party in the USA” 

Lyrics by Jeff Wallowitz  Sung by Connor Wallowitz 
 

I read everyday with all my friends 

It’s a dream that never ends 

Welcome to my life of book success 

What will I read next? 

Feeling kinda drab 

Took a walk for a long time 

Looked to my right and I see a free book sign 

This is all so crazy 

Every book seems so famous 

My tummy’s turning and it’s time to make a book pick 

Too much pressure and I’m nervous 

That’s when the book man turned on the radio 

And an audio book was on 

And an audio book was on 

And an audio book was on 

So I put my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

All the bookworms start to sway 

I’m reading my book like yeah 



The pages all flip like yeah 

I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Go to book club with my BFF 

Everybody’s reading with me now 

Like what a trick, it’s a top 10 pick 

It’s nutmeg book, like wow! 

So fun with my buds all around me 

It’s definitely hot like a party 

I can see that you’re still home 

I guess you never got the memo 

My tummy’s turning and it’s time to make a book pick 

Too much pressure and I’m nervous 

That’s when the book man read my favorite book 

And it read just like a song 

And it read just like a song 

And it read just like a song 

So I put my books up 



I’ll never go wrong 

All the bookworms start to sway 

I’m reading my book like yeah 

The pages all flip like yeah 

I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Feel like reading through the night 

Back in my bedroom tonight 

Try and stop me, you will find 

Reading’s like a song and I feel all right 

So I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 

I’m readin my books like yeah 

The pages all flip like yeah 

I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 



Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

So I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 

I’m readin my books like yeah 

The pages all flip like yeah 

I got my books up 

I’ll never go wrong 

I know I’m gonna be OK 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

Yeah, I’m reading in the USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


